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1: Cover Galley X-wing Rogue Squadron
Star Wars: X-wing is a ten-book series of Star Wars novels by Michael A. Stackpole and Aaron
www.enganchecubano.comole's contributions cover the adventures of a new Rogue Squadron formed by Wedge
Antilles, while Allston's focus on Wraith Squadron, another creation of Antilles'.

That, and an over abundance of new characters constantly cycling through the ranks of Rogue Squadron,
making for little to no continuity. Requiem for a Rogue was the first comic I ever bought, back when there
was a store called EBX in Plaza las Americas, and even though I bought the final issue first I had no idea how
comics worked , it managed to burn itself into my memory. Tatooine There was quite a bit of snark here,
especially at the start. At first, I really enjoyed it, but then it got weird. The Rogues meet up with Huff
Darklighter and they go on a mission to find treasure - a globe of some type. It was just odd. Then Bib Fortuna
may or may not have taken over a body. Like I said, strange. The art was pretty decent, especially with the
explosions and the Imperial squadron on page The art was detailed though. I really enjoyed when she pointed
out that princesses have been fighting the Empire before she and the Rogues ever did. Then she iscovers that
her brother Harran is alive, but the entire situation is fishy. Plourr has a deep [family] secret about her brother.
Her former betrothed and her brother and really a lot of the noble men look very similar. I was also confused
at the end when everyone believed Plourr about the impostor. The ending also made me laugh in disbelief.
Wedge leaves an X-Wing on Eiattu with Plourr. In the the novels, I remember there not being the money or
resources in general to leave a vehicle, unless a person owned it before. And even then, Corran Horn had
trouble maintaining his. Requiem for a Rogue Another one written by Stackpole, and the art is amazing. The
two-page spread at the beginning with the Rogues having a brief bio homeworlds above the X-Wing scene
was breathtaking. All of the art and the colours are great. The Rogues head to Malrev IV to rescue a downed
cruise liner. Wedge is fortunate enough to not be influenced much by the Force, but the others like Dllr are not
so lucky. The ending is quite bittersweet. Dllr and his abilities really come through. It feels as if the X-Wings
are coming out of the page.
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2: X-Wing: Rogue Squadron, Chapter 2 | Force Visions
The second volume of Rogue Squadron contains three stories, "Battleground: Tatooine", "Warrior Princess", and
"Requiem for a Rogue". Nothing overly fantastic, but all entertaining. Wedge Antilles continues to be a great character
and the supporting cast is enjoyable too.

Hello, gentlebeings, and welcome to Chapter 2 of Rogue Squadron, wherein Wedge! Ackbar returns the salute
and tells Wedge that he, alongside General Salm, are discussing the return of Rogue Squadron. You guys
deserve a long explanation of that reaction, but bits and pieces of it have been trickling through anyway I
think. But we will write that, Will and I, or maybe all the pieces will come out in the course of these books,
the way we built them in our psyches. He also understands the political necessities of the squadron, but
Ackbar notes the choice of words: But I had never made the mental connection. But Ackbar is going to go to
the core shortly anyway: Ackbar, though, cuts him off, and cuts to the heart of the matter. Are the skills
lacking? No, Wedge admits, and calms himself. He explains that at its core, he wants to train the best
squadron he can. Thus suggesting everything beforehand was just him putting his concerns on the record, or to
put it another way, an infodump. The two places he has issues are more complicated: Rogue Five, and the XO.
The question of Five is itself a political concern: Sixteen is young, though, he says. Sixteen is young, even
withoutâ€¦: Wedge says, Gavin is alone and looking for a home. I feel an obligation to him. If Darklighter aces
the Redemption, he can join. Wedge almost expected that, knowing that his other complaint, about his XO, is
not going to be so easily dealt with. Insert my own experiences as section leader in the orchestra or team
leader in a development team here: This passage now resonates far more deeply than it did before. Especially
how Wedge explains it: That is in fact exactly how that works. Salm explodes, saying that Celchu should be in
prison. Then he was captured, then he escaped. Salm, though, asks, what if they let him go? And here we are.
Welcome to the s. Buckle up, this will be rough. And several books long. But we live now in a jungle filled
with a bewildering variety of poisonous snakes. And in many ways, the dragon was easier to keep track of.
That quotation, by R. And there will be references to the Cold War, and a post-Cold War world. Wedge says
that Salm is fighting ghosts, and Salm says, fighting to stop people becoming ghosts. He does that, though. He
does that quite a bit. I like his writing nonetheless, butâ€¦: Literally, as in ticking points off on his fingers.
Tycho will fly a depowered Z Headhunter, with a remote-triggered self-destruct if he tries to ram anything. He
will be under house arrest at all times when not with the squadron, and he will open all his computer files and
undergo interrogation as needed, and will even agree to restrictions on his diet and food. Salm says, this is still
too risky, but Ackbar is thinking it over. Thisâ€¦ Tychoâ€¦ is someone who would agree to all of that, for the
sake of his duty and of the New Republic? Wedge says, Tycho is a warrior, he wants to help and teach. So this
is all he can do. Yes, the person dusting Corran in the simulator last chapter was Tycho, naturally. Ackbar asks
Lieutenant Filla his aide, one gathers to find Tycho. Ackbar asks about that choice, and Wedge explains that
Corran Horn is flying the Redemption, and Tycho can give him a run for his money. Salm and Ackbar both
disapprove of that, though, and even Wedge admits that was premature. Wedge apologizes, and after a
moment, Ackbar asks, so this would make it a tougher fight? Wedge smiles, and says yes. Corran is among the
two best of the pack, the other being Bror Jace, and Corran is impatient; best cure for that is to lose. And
Tycho is the right man for that job. Tycho himself arrives then, and Ackbar asks about the restrictions Tycho
has volunteered for. Tycho affirms he agreed to them. You will be treated worse, in fact, because General
Salm here believes you are a threat to the New Republic. Wedge smothers a grin, but winks at Tycho. Ackbar
is about to dismiss them, to go celebrate, but finally asks, how did the Redemption sim go? Tycho, blushing,
admits that he only got a piece of Corran, and that if all the pilots are as good as the ones he flew against, the
Rogues will be back soon, and the Empire will be gone soon after that. Again, this is typical. The most
interesting part of this chapter is the clear indication it gives that there will be some idea of the fog of war. Is
Tycho an ally or an enemy? This will be expanded later when we meet the Manchurians. What sort of political
pressure can be brought on the soldiers and warriors here? Leia can fight politically. Wedge, and even moreso
Corran? Well, there has to be some character arcing for everyoneâ€¦: This leaves only one more thing to ask:
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Before then, though, I turn to my wingmate. Pretty interesting guy, huh? But I promise I will. Next week is
going to open with some masterpiece work in how to make the reader instantly dislike someone. Until then,
may the Force be with you.
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3: Star Wars: X-Wing Series by Michael A. Stackpole
"X-Wing: Rogue Squadron" is the first in the 4-book series. Stackpole successfully blends a military feel, a stereotypical
elite (and unconventional) military unit, and the Star Wars universe to create an interesting and worthy addition to the
Star Wars universe.

It was written by Michael A. As the first novel in the series, it introduces the primary character, Corran Horn,
as well as a host of other characters, including Mirax Terrik, Erisi Dlarit, and Tycho Celchu. The novel
culminates in a daring attack on the Imperial stronghold of Borleias, the first step in an invasion of the capital
world Coruscant. It is set at the beginning of the New Republic era of the Star Wars universe. Following the
conquest of Borleias, the Rebels and Rogue Squadron must handle Imperial espionage ordered by the rogue
imperial Warlord Zsinj. The apparent death of member Bror Jace, the subsequent recruiting by the squadron
introduces new, hot-shot members, Aril Nunb and Pash Cracken. A decision is handed down that criminals
from the Black Sun, a criminal organization, who have been imprisoned in the Spice Mines of Kessel, would
be released on Coruscant as saboteurs and to weaken resistance against for the coming invasion, the Rogues
are first sent to Kessel. Rogue Squadron must use their undercover skills to help the Alliance to take
Coruscant. The Squadron uses the orbital mirrors to reflect sunlight onto the reservoirs of Coruscant, disabling
the planetary shields, and allowing the Alliance fleet a fighting chance at taking the planet. The Krytos Trap[
edit ] Main article: The plot focuses on three key events. The first is the occupation of Coruscant and the
trouble the Empire left behind with its crippling bio-attack on the planet. Humans are apparently immune,
while all other species are vulnerable. The Bacta War[ edit ] Main article: While the Alliance fleet mounts a
major campaign against a deadly warlord, former director of imperial intelligence, Ysanne Isard has taken
control of Thyferra, intending to control production of medicinal bacta, the only cure for the deadly krytos
virus Isard has released into the population of Coruscant and of Rogue Squadron Itself. Undermanned and
deprived of Alliance support, Rogue Squadron resigns and goes rogue. X-wing series of novels. It was written
by Aaron Allston. After returning to Coruscant with Rogue Squadron following the Bacta War, Wedge
Antilles, with his experiences of insurgency with the Rogues during the war, decided to create a new
starfighter unit which would take only pilots with commando-type skills. When pitching the idea to Admiral
Ackbar, the Mon Calamari raised the issue of the cost to assemble such an elite unit. It is the sixth novel in the
Star Wars: X-wing series, and was written by Aaron Allston. Against all odds, the controversial Wraith
Squadron has survived its first covert mission. But now they are called upon to cheat death twice. If Zsinj
joins the Empire, it could turn the tide of war against the Rebels. And that means first becoming pirates in
space lanes teeming with Imperial Navy patrols. X-wing series, and the final book to detail the adventures of
Wraith Squadron. Their covert mission has been a success. The enemy has been vanquished. Or so they
thought. To defeat him, Wraith Squadron must join a combat task force led by the only man crafty enough to
beat Zsinj at his own game: For even against the most overwhelming odds, the Rebels will fight to the death. It
marks a return by writer Michael A. Stackpole to the series he created, after a hiatus of three novels by Aaron
Allston. In returning to the series, Stackpole brought back a number of elements that made the original four
books popular: Against impossible odds they will stage a daring raid into an enemy strongholdâ€”only to be
rescued from certain destruction by an unexpected ally. Ysanne Isard, the ruthless Imperial commander, has
appeared on the scene seemingly from out of nowhere. But her offer is not without a price. Starfighters of
Adumar[ edit ] Main article: The neutral world of Adumar has decided to pick a side in the war to control the
galaxy. But there is one small catch: But these challenges pale in comparison to the threat posed by a rogue
Republic agent
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4: Stackpole, Michael A.-Rogue Squadron (US IMPORT) BOOK NEW | eBay
Find great deals on eBay for rogue squadron book. Shop with confidence.

In the Legends non-canonical storyline the last mission of Rogue Squadron , takes place 6 years after the
Battle of Endor during Dark Empire. Wedge Antilles Although Luke Skywalker was the first commander of
Rogue Squadron, Antilles is often considered the "face" of the squadron due to his tenure as its leader. When
seeing the Death Star for the first time in Star Wars: Wedge appears in season 3 of Star Wars: Rebels , where
he is voiced by Nathan Kress. Biggs had a larger role in earlier drafts of the script for the movie and several of
the additional scenes appeared in the novelization. His additional scenes include a conversation with Luke on
Tatooine where Biggs tells Luke of his secret desire to join the Rebel Alliance despite his training at the
Imperial Academy. Biggs also showed up on Yavin 4 in the Rebel base hangar where he is reunited with his
childhood best-friend Luke who had just escaped the Death Star and helped convince Red Squadron to allow
Luke to join the squadron about to depart towards the Battle of Yavin. This scene was reintroduced in the
re-release of the film. Biggs has a larger role in the Legends non-canonical storyline. In the radio version ,
Kale Browne provided the voice of Biggs. According to a Dark Horse four-issue comic series in Star Wars:
Biggs left Tatooine to be trained as an Imperial pilot, and during this training, he heard rumors of the Death
Star from fellow trainees. After several months training, he was assigned as first mate on the Imperial starship
Rand Ecliptic, with an old enemy named Derek Klivian nicknamed Hobbie as second mate. He came back to
visit Tatooine to tell his friends and family of his new assignment but only tells Luke and his family of his
hope to join the Rebel Alliance. During the events of A New Hope, Biggs is planning a mutiny of the Rand
Ecliptic, not realizing that several mutinies are being planned by several different groups. He has also been
occasionally parodied in popular media, most notably in the Family Guy Star Wars spoof Blue Harvest , in
which he is depicted as being too fat to fit in his fighter and crashes. In the Legends non-canonical literature,
Janson is featured as a major character in Michael A. Aaron Allston included the character in his installments
in the X-wing novel series which followed from the comics, although Janson in those novels is prominent as a
member of Wraith Squadron , not Rogue Squadron. He was known as a skilled pilot and an expert shot, and
personality-wise is known to be a joker. In his early days as part of the Rebel Alliance was mainly a gunner in
the two seated version of the Y-wing because of his shooting ability. Despite repeated attempts to get him to
change course, Janson was forced to shoot him down to save the rest of the squadron. The rest of the squadron
soon followed and Wedge was hounded by it for many years to come. Tycho Celchu[ edit ] Celchu never
appears by name in the original film series, although he is attributed as the A-wing pilot that acts as a decoy
for Lando Calrissian during the attack run on the second Death Star. After the battle of Coruscant, Celchu was
put on trial for treason and the murder of Corran Horn, but the prosecution dropped the case when Horn
returned from the Lusankya. Celchu also holds the noteworthy distinction of being one of very few Rebel
pilots to have flown in the Hoth, Endor and Bakura campaigns. This is a very rare accomplishment, and one
that is matched by longtime wingman and friend Wedge Antillies. In the Legends non-canonical literature and
the videogame series Star Wars: In the Legends non-canonical storyline, he is featured on the video game Star
Wars: Rogue Squadron , with Luke Skywalker saying that Dak "reminded him of a younger version of
himself. Rogue Squadron , he had been fighting longer than any other Rogues and had quite a few stories to
tell. Like Dak, he joined the rebellion for personal and political reasons. He perishes after his speeder is shot
down by imperial walkers during the Battle of Hoth. Legends non-canonical depiction[ edit ] With the
acquisition of Lucasfilm by The Walt Disney Company , most of the licensed Star Wars novels and comics
produced since the originating film Star Wars were rebranded as Star Wars Legends and declared non-canon
to the franchise in April Stackpole and published by Dark Horse Comics , were the first works of Star Wars
literature to focus on the adventures and exploits of the squadron. The comic series picked up with the
reformation of the squadron after the Battle of Endor. Stackpole is credited as the creator of the character
Corran Horn, who later starred in his own first-person novel, I, Jedi , also written by Stackpole. Horn later
became a popular character in the Expanded Universe, playing a major part in several New Jedi Order novels.
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By the time of the events of The New Jedi Order, Horn was a Jedi Knight and no longer a member of the
squadron, but the Rogues are still a vital fighting force and command a presence in several of the New Jedi
Order novels as well. The squadron is also the focus of several video games: After A New Hope, the squadron
is operated as two groups. As the Rogues became more autonomous, they became a group with no standing
orders, ready any time or place for urgent missions that would arise. The Rogues on Hoth had now the burden
to defend Echo Base alone although new pilots were already added to their roster, like Derek Klivian and
Tycho Celchu. During the Battle of Hoth , the Rogues had to add many "guest" members into their squadron.
The twelve snowspeeders of the Rogues gave the Rebels enough time to evacuate Echo Base and were
destroyed later in the battle. After Return of the Jedi, the squadron was hastily and temporarily reformed by
Antilles with the best rebel pilots in order to defend the planet Bakura. Rogue Squadron was now a lean team
of six units: Since Janson and Klivian moved on to train new pilots and squadrons, Antilles had to reinvent
Rogue Squadron, now with pilots from a wide variety of planets, clearly for political reasons. This "new"
Rogue Squadron destroyed some of the Imperial forces led by Ysanne Isard and contributed heavily to the
retaking of Coruscant. After resigning from the Alliance military, the squadron fought in the Bacta War to
retake the world of Thyferra from Isard. During that time, Klivian led a temporary Rogue Squadron in the
absence of the "true" Rogue Squadron. Later on during a brewing civil war within the Republic, the squadron
would temporarily be led by Jaina Solo. Legends pilots[ edit ] The following characters are featured within the
Legends non-canonical storyline, but have not appeared on the canon. They are featured along the pilots
featured on the canon. He became fast friends with Corran Horn, who helped him out of a situation where he
was the "worst" pilot in the squadron. Darklighter was wounded during the Imperial invasion of Talasea in the
Morobe system. Gavin was promoted to the rank of Captain after the death of Grand Admiral Thrawn , and
was promoted to Colonel and given command of Rogue Squadron at an unspecified date before the Yuuzhan
Vong invasion. Gavin would continue to move up the ranks during the Second Galactic Civil War and beyond,
at one point leading the Galactic Alliance Marines. Corran Horn[ edit ] Corran Horn never appeared in any of
the Star Wars films; rather, he was invented by writer Michael Stackpole for the X-wing series. Horn hails
from Corellia, and originally worked as a security officer for CorSec before fleeing from the pursuit of Kirtan
Loor , an Imperial intelligence officer. Horn became an accomplished pilot, and remained with the Rogues for
some time after discovering his Force-sensitive heritage. He later trained to become a Jedi Knight after his
wife was kidnapped in I, Jedi. During the events of the Yuuzhan Vong War, Horn was promoted to Jedi
Master and eventually went on to serve on the Jedi Council as one of the most powerful and prominent Jedi of
his time. He is also notable for another reason: He carries one of only a few "dual-phase" lightsabers known to
exist. The weapon was crafted by Horn during the time line of the I, Jedi novel based on designs given to him
by Rostek Horn. These were possibly the same plans that his great-grandfather, Keiran Halcyon, had created
for his own dual-phase lightsaber. Kasan Moor[ edit ] Kasan Moor appears in Rogue Squadron originally as a
formidable opponent of the squadron. Olivia Hussey provides her voice.
5: Star Wars Rogue Squadron 2 Rogue Leader ISO < GCN ISOs | Emuparadise
Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store. The X-Wing Series: Star Wars Legends Book Bundle: Rogue
Squadron, Wedge's Gamble, The Krytos Trap, The Bacta War, Wraith Squadron,Iron Fist, Solo Command.

6: Rogue Squadron | Wookieepedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Page 2 of 2 - "Rogue Squadron": Book 1 in the X-Wing Series - posted in Star Wars: chapter The briefing aboard Home
One is conducted by Bothan General Laryn Kre'fey who gives them basic information about the first step toward taking
Coruscant.

7: Star Wars: X-wing (book series) - Wikipedia
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Nevetoss rates this game: 5/5. Based off events that happened and took place between the original Star Wars trilogy,
Rogue Leader is the second game in the Rogue Squadron series.

8: Rogue Squadron - Wikipedia
Rogue Squadron is excellent and the X-Wing series (nine books in all), will prove to be one of the most popular series.
This book is recommended to anyone, whether you love space battles, or intriguing plot and suspensful mystery.

9: Rogue Squadron | Jedi Council Forums
Rogue Squadron is a starfighter squadron in the Star Wars www.enganchecubano.com surviving members of Red
Squadron, the X-wing attack force that Luke Skywalker joins during the Battle of Yavin in Star Wars Episode IV: A New
Hope (), later join Rogue Squadron.
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